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Carbon contamination is a signi�cant concern for proton-conducting oxides in the cerate and

zirconate family, particularly for BaCeO3. Here, we use �rst-principles calculations to evaluate

carbon stability in SrCeO3, BaCeO3, SrZrO3, and BaZrO3. The cerates require more carbon-

poor environments to prevent carbonate formation, though this requirement can be loosened

through the use of more oxygen-poor growth conditions. Carbonate formation is not the only

concern, however. We �nd that interstitial carbon has lower formation energies in the cerates

relative to the zirconates, leading to higher carbon concentrations that compete with the desired

oxygen vacancy formation. We also examine the mobility of carbon interstitials, �nding that

both migration barriers and binding energies to acceptors are lower in the cerates. As a result,

the cerates are likely to degrade when exposed to carbon at operating temperatures. Our results

show de�nitively why the cerates are less stable than the zirconates with respect to carbon

and elucidate the mechanisms contributing to their instability, thereby helping to explain why

alloying with zirconium will enhance their operational e�ciency.

1 Introduction

Considerable research has been devoted to solid-state proton con-
ductors as electrolytes in solid-state hydrogen fuel cells.1 Two
materials in particular have attracted the majority of scientific at-
tention: barium zirconate, BaZrO3 (BZO)2,3 and barium cerate,
BaCeO3 (BCO).4,5 Of these, BCO is often cited for having higher
proton conductivities, while BZO is known to be more chemically
stable, particularly against CO2.6,7

Protons are introduced into the zirconates by creating oxygen
vacancies during synthesis and then exposing the materials to wa-
ter, leading to the reaction2:

V+2
O +H2O→ 2H+

i . (1)

The as-grown material therefore needs to contain a large concen-
tration of oxygen vacancies, which act as electron donors. This
can be accomplished through doping with acceptor impurities,
which promote the formation of oxygen vacancies that act as com-
pensating donors.2,8,9 However, if another donor species is ener-
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getically more favorable than the oxygen vacancy, then acceptor
dopants will tend to compensate with that donor instead. That
situation will therefore reduce the efficacy of acceptor doping as
an oxygen vacancy generator and, consequentially, limit proton
incorporation. Carbon impurities may compete with oxygen va-
cancies in this manner.

In addition, carbon can be detrimental because the cerates
are prone to decomposing in carbon-rich atmospheres.10 Several
studies have shown that fuel cells based on BCO must be operated
within a narrow temperature window in order to stave off de-
composition when exposed to CO2.11–14 The stability of BCO has
been improved demonstrably through alloying with BZO, with ap-
proximately equal concentrations of Zr and Ce providing the best
balance of stability and conductivity.5,14–16 Similar results have
been demonstrated for Zr-doped SrCeO3 (SCO).17

In previous work, we have shown that the cerates possess
poor overall thermodynamic stability, and that SCO has lower
stability than BCO,18,19 which agrees with experimental obser-
vations.17,20 We have also identified energetically favorable car-
bon impurity configurations in the zirconates that may compete
with the formation of oxygen vacancies.9 Other studies from our
group have investigated similar carbon configurations in other ox-
ides.21–23 However, we are unaware of any studies aimed at un-
covering the atomic-scale reason for these materials’ susceptibility
to carbon.

Here, we use first-principles techniques based on density func-
tional theory (DFT) with a hybrid functional to study the stability
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Fig. 1 Carbon con�gurations in BaCeO3: (a) interstitial carbon,

Ci and (b) substitutional carbon, CCe. Images generated using the

VESTA 3 software.32

under study.
The formation energy E f (Dq) of a point defect D in charge state

q is calculated as:33

E f (Dq) = E(Dq)−Ebulk +∑niµi +qEF +∆corr. (2)

E(Dq) is the total energy of a supercell containing defect D in
charge state q; Ebulk is the total energy of a defect-free super-
cell; |ni| is the number of atoms of species i added (ni < 0) or
removed (ni > 0) from the system; µi is the chemical potential
of species i; EF is the Fermi level referenced to the valence-band
maximum (VBM); and ∆corr is a finite-size correction term.34,35

The formation energy determines the defect concentration c via a
Boltzmann relation:

c = Nsites exp
(
− E f

kBT

)
, (3)

meaning that lower formation energies result in higher defect
concentrations. Nsites is the number of sites (per unit volume) on 
which the defect can incorporate. In standard defect formation
energy diagrams, EF is the free variable and varies freely from
the VBM to the conduction-band minimum (CBM). Because of 
the exponential relationship between formation energy and de-
fect concentration the actual position of the Fermi level will, to 
a good approximation, be determined by the intersection of the 
lowest-energy negatively and positively charged defects, which 
together ensure charge neutrality.

The chemical potentials µi are variables that reflect the abun-
dance of specific elements during s ynthesis. We express them in 
terms of deviations ∆µi from the total energies of the elemental 
reference structures, i.e., the ground-state structures of the Sr, Ba,
Zr, or Ce metals, or an O atom in O2. Assuming conditions close 
to equilibrium, the ∆µi are related by:

∆µ{Sr,Ba} +∆µ{Ce,Zr} + 3∆µO = ∆H f ({Sr,Ba}{Ce,Zr}O3), (4)

where ∆H f ({Sr,Ba}{Ce,Zr}O3) is the enthalpy of formation for 
{Sr,Ba}{Ce,Zr}O3. Our calculated enthalpies of formation are 
listed in Table 1. Note that, to consider finite temperature ef-

with respect to carbonates, and the incorporation and mobility 
of carbon species in SCO, BCO, and the equivalent zirconates, 
SrZrO3 (SZO) and BZO. We evaluate interstitial Ci and substi-
tutional C{Ce,Zr} in all four systems. We find t hat, u nder equiv-
alent conditions for carbon exposure, the formation energy for 
carbon species in the cerates is considerably lower than in the zir-
conates, leading to much higher carbon concentrations in the cer-
ates. We also study carbon impurity migration with the nudged 
elastic band (NEB) method, along with calculations of binding 
energies for complexes with the commonly used yttrium accep-
tor dopant. Our calculations reveal that carbon mobility is higher 
in the cerates, explaining why they will suffer from degradation
in CO2-rich environments. Avoiding carbonate-based precursors 
during synthesis should help limit carbon incorporation. Doing 
so is critical, because changing the prevalence of native species—
including oxygen—will have no effect unless equilibrium with 
carbonate formation is broken. Our results provide new insights 
into the microscopic reasons for the detrimental effects of carbon 
in the cerates relative to the zirconates, thereby guiding future 
research and development on more chemically stable solid-state 
proton conductors.

2 Methodology

2.1 Computational Details

Our calculations are based on DFT within the generalized Kohn-
Sham scheme,24 as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Sim-
ulation Package (VASP)25. We use projector augmented wave 
(PAW) potentials26,27 and the hybrid exchange-correlation func-
tional of Heyd, Scuseria, and Ernzerhof (HSE),28 with 25% mix-
ing of short-range Hartree-Fock exchange. Consistent with our 
previous work we use a 400 eV plane-wave cutoff energy for zir-
conates,9,29,30 and a 500 eV cutoff for cerates.18,19 We have con-
firmed that increasing the cutoff energy for zirconates to 500 eV 
does not affect our findings. The Ba 5 s2 5 p6 6 s2, Sr 4 s2 4 p6 5s2, 
Zr 4d2 5s2, Ce 5s2 5p6 6s2 5d1 4 f 1, and O 2s2 2p4 electrons are 
treated explicitly as valence. We model bulk SCO, BCO, SZO, and 
BZO using orthorhombic unit cells , each containing four formula 
units, and with a 4×4×3 k-point grid to integrate over the Bril-
louin zone. BZO has a cubic primitive cell; however, we choose 
to describe it in an orthorhombic cell to more precisely compare 
results with the other systems. To evaluate the energetic barri-
ers associated with defect migration we use the NEB method with 
climbing images.31

2.2 Defect Calculations

To calculate defect properties, we construct supercells that are 
2 × 2 × 2 multiples of the orthorhombic unit cell and thus contain 
160 atoms. A 2 × 2 × 2 k-point grid is used in each case. We fo-
cus specifically on two C  configurations in  this st udy: interstitial
carbon (Ci) and the substitutional species C{Ce/Zr}. Previously, 
we found these species to be favorable in the zirconates,9 as ear-
lier calculations discovered in ZrO2,23 Ga2O3,21 and In2O3;21 as 
such, we assume that they will be similarly favorable in the cer-
ates. All three configurations are depicted in F ig. 1  for the case 
of BCO; the configurations are very s imilar in the other systems
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Compound ∆H f (eV) (calc) ∆H f (eV) (exp)

SrCeO3 –16.87 –17.4937

BaCeO3 –16.77 –17.5237

SrZrO3 –17.38 –18.2838

BaZrO3 –17.29 –18.2838

SrCO3 –11.98 –12.6539

BaCO3 –11.91 –12.5839

SrO –5.61 –6.1439

BaO –5.09 –5.6839

ZrO2 –10.99 –11.4139

CeO2 –11.29 –11.2939

Y2O3 –19.05 –19.7539

Table 1 Calculated and reported enthalpies of formation (in eV per

formula unit) for compounds pertinent to this study.

fects, the free energy of formation, ∆G f , should be used in place 
of ∆H f . However, doing so increases the computational cost by 
orders of magnitude by requiring the calculation of entropic con-
tributions, which are relatively small in solids and tend to cancel 
in calculations of defect formation energies,36 as presented sub-
sequently here. For elements such as oxygen, with a gaseous ele-
mental state, entropic considerations are more important, but are
mostly captured within ∆µO, which can be related to experimen-
tal temperatures and partial pressures.

For the purposes of presenting our results, we will use
∆µO=−2.42 eV, as we have done in previous studies, which is rep-
resentative of sintering SZO in air at 1650 ◦C.9,30,40 These con-
ditions favor VO formation, as is desired in device applications.
Once ∆µO is chosen, eq 4 fixes the sum of ∆µ{Sr,Ba} and ∆µ{Ce,Zr}.
We focus on {Sr,Ba}-poor ({Ce,Zr}-rich) values, where ∆µ{Ce,Zr}
is maximized through equilibrium with {Ce,Zr}O2. These condi-
tions lead to higher carbon concentrations and therefore reflect
a worst-case scenario at the chosen oxygen chemical potential.
Choosing a specific set of chemical potential conditions is impor-
tant for purposes of presenting our results; however, other con-
ditions can easily be examined by referring to eq 2. Importantly,
our results comparing relative formation energies are not affected
by the particular choice of chemical potentials.

We focus on yttrium (Y−{Ce,Zr}) as the acceptor dopant, since it
is the most commonly used dopant in both the cerates and the
zirconates.2 Chemical potentials for Y are chosen at the stability
limit for our compounds relative to Y2O3:

2∆µY +3∆µO ≤ ∆H f (Y2O3). (5)

For carbon, we consider values for ∆µC corresponding to the
solubility limit by referring to the limiting condition of carbonate
formation:

∆µ{Sr,Ba}+∆µC +3∆µO ≤ ∆H f ({Sr,Ba}CO3). (6)

Considering that SrCO3 and BaCO3 are often used as precursors

Compound
∆µC (eV)

(∆µO =−2.42 eV)
∆µC (eV)

(∆µO =−1 eV)

SrCeO3 –1.43 –4.27

BaCeO3 –1.47 –4.30

SrZrO3 –0.75 –3.59

BaZrO3 –0.77 –3.61

Table 2 Maximum carbon chemical potentials (at the {Sr,Ba}-poor

limit) in the cerates and zirconates under selected oxygen chemical

potential conditions.

in synthesis of the cerates and zirconates,4,10,14 this limiting con-
dition is appropriate. For higher values of ∆µC, the carbonate 
phases will form preferentially to the zirconates and cerates; thus,
for any choice of ∆µ{Sr,Ba} and ∆µO, this condition determines the 
maximum allowed carbon chemical potential. For more oxygen-
rich conditions, the limiting value for ∆µC will decrease; as a re-
sult, more oxygen-rich conditions require lower carbon chemical 
potentials (less carbon in the environment) to avoid destabiliz-
ing the zirconates and cerates against their respective carbonate 
phases.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Properties of Point Defects and Impurities
In order to plot defect formation energies, we must choose spe-
cific c hemical p otential c onditions. A s d iscussed, w e f ocus on 
the {Sr,Ba}-poor limit, where ∆µC is maximized (“worst case” 
conditions). In Table 2, we list the maximum values of ∆µC for 
∆µO = −2.42 eV, which reflects typical synthesis conditions, and 
for ∆µO = −1 eV, which represents more O-rich conditions (we 
include the full chemical potentials in Tables S1 and S2 in the 
ESI†). Values of ∆µC will vary linearly within this range. The val-
ues in Table 2 show that greater values of ∆µC are permitted in 
the zirconates as compared to the cerates, which means that the 
zirconates are stable with respect to carbonates under a broader 
range of environments. Moving to more O-poor synthesis (i.e.,
lowering ∆µO) will increase this limit and, correspondingly, the 
permissible range of carbon conditions.

Using the chemical potential conditions identified i n Table 2 
for ∆µO = −2.42 eV, we plot defect formation energies for Ci, 
C{Ce,Zr}, VO, and Y{Ce,Zr} in the cerates and zirconates in Fig. 2. 
Note that results for other chemical potentials can readily be ob-
tained by referring to eq 2. As we previously discovered for the
zirconates,9 Ci

+4 is a very favorable carbon configuration, while 
C0

Ce is higher in energy. Very similar results for carbon impurity
formation were obtained in calculations for other oxides, namely, 
ZrO2,23 Ga2O3, and In2O3, although in the latter two cases,21 

CGa and CIn species were more favorable than CZr and CCe here, 
likely on account of the smaller size of Ga and In cations. In each 
case, carbon atoms bond with three neighboring oxygen atoms, 
with C–O bond lengths ranging from 1.28 Å to 1.30 Å, which
matches the geometry of the CO2

3
− ion (see Fig. 1). We also con-

sidered molecular carbon species, such as CO and CO2, which 
may contribute to carbon incorporation after synthesis. However,
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in testing configurations of CO in BZO, we found it to have a very
large formation energy, which precludes it, and the larger CO2, 
from incorporating into the systems.

We turn our attention to the Fermi level corresponding to 
charge neutrality in each system. For SCO, SZO and BZO, charge 
neutrality will be determined by compensation between Y{

−
Ce,Zr}

and V+2
O . In BCO, C+4

i will actually be the compensating donor
species, and in SCO, the formation energy of C+4

i is very close
to that of V+2

O at the position of charge neutrality, meaning that
a large concentration of C+4

i will be present. In SZO and BZO,
C+4

i has a much higher formation energy at the Fermi level cor-
responding to charge neutrality. The C+4

i species in BZO has a
particularly high formation energy, helping to explain why low-
energy acceptor dopants will not promote carbon contamina-
tion.41,42 Thus, we expect the cerates to contain higher concen-
trations of Ci species, even when carbonate formation is not ther-
modynamically favored. Dopants with lower formation energies
than Y−Ce would actually compensate with C+4

i in SCO. Choosing
a dopant with a higher formation energy will decrease the car-
bon concentration, albeit at the expense of also decreasing the
concentration of oxygen vacancies.

Choosing more carbon-poor conditions—as could be accom-
plished by avoiding the use of carbonate precursors during
synthesis—increases the formation energy (and hence decreases
the concentration) of both carbon species relative to the other de-
fects. Changing the chemical potentials of host species ({Sr,Ba},
{Ce,Zr}, or O), however, will not qualitatively affect our observa-
tions. Indeed, we have checked that formation energies shift only
modestly (by at most 0.2–0.3 eV) when moving from {Sr,Ba}-rich
to {Sr,Ba}-poor conditions. This finding is directly related to the
narrow windows of chemical stability in each compound, which
are particularly narrow for the cerates (see Fig. S1 in the ESI†).
Furthermore, while changing ∆µO moves each individual forma-
tion energy line, it does not change the formation energies of
species at the charge neutrality point; it simply has the net effect
of shifting the position of the Fermi level (see Fig. S2 in the ESI†).

This point is important to emphasize: carbon incorporation
will not be affected by changing native chemical potentials unless
equilibrium with the carbonate species is broken. Using a synthe-
sis route that does not involve carbonate phases is thus essential
to limit carbon incorporation. One possible method involves the
use of nitrate precursors [Sr(NO3)2, Ba(NO3)2, Ce(NO3)3, and
ZrO(NO3)2], which have previously been used for synthesis of
both cerates43,44 and zirconates45,46. We previously found nitro-
gen impurities to have high formation energies in the zirconates,9

which, following from the results we have just presented for car-
bon impurities, suggests that they will also have high formation
energies in the cerates. As a result, nitrate precursors would be
less deleterious for chemical stability.

3.2 Carbon Migration

To further understand carbon contamination, we study carbon
mobility in the cerates and zirconates. To do so, we calculate mi-
gration barriers for carbon motion using the NEB method. The
carbon interstitial will be the most mobile species. C+4

i typically

Table 3 Calculated migration barriers Eb and binding energies (with

the yttrium acceptor dopant) Ebind for carbon interstitials in proton-

conducting oxides.

Material C+4
i (eV) Ebind[C+4

i - Y−{Ce,Zr}] (eV)

SrCeO3 1.03 0.52

BaCeO3 2.13 0.60

SrZrO3 1.87 0.95

BaZrO3 2.39 0.98

prefers to be nestled between two {Ce,Zr}–O6 octahedra, which
share one oxygen atom to which a C–O bond is formed. The
other two C–O bonds connect C+4

i with one oxygen atom in each
of the octahedra (left panel of Fig. 3). We investigate two primary
pathways for C+4

i migration, which differ in the way in which the
C+4

i species can get around these nearby oxygen atoms: pass-
ing directly between them in a straight line, or swinging around
them by moving out-of-plane. These two possible pathways are
shown schematically in Fig. 3. We find that the “swinging” mech-
anism (the lower pathway in Fig. 3) is much more favorable, even
though several new C–O bonds are formed and broken during the
process. In the higher-energy “passing-between” pathway (the
upper pathway of Fig. 3), the saddle-point configuration forces
carbon to adopt a two-fold coordination with oxygen, which is
unfavorable in light of carbon’s energetic preference to be coordi-
nated with at least three oxygen atoms.

In Table 3, we list migration barriers for the lowest-energy
pathways we have calculated for Ci in each material. For mate-
rials sharing an A–site cation, the zirconates have larger barriers
for migration. It has been suggested that the cubic symmetry of
BZO is related to its stability with respect to carbon;15 however, it
is clear that migration barriers alone do not bear out that suppo-
sition. The migration barrier for BZO is slightly larger than that
of the other materials, but its barrier relative to SZO is in line
with the same trend in the cerates, making it difficult to point to
symmetry as a determining factor. Overall, the barriers are such
that we expect C+4

i to be mobile during synthesis, and possibly
also during device operation, which is typically at temperatures
on the order of 1000 K.

An additional important consideration for mobility is the bind-
ing energy of complexes between acceptor dopants and carbon
impurities. As acceptors like Y−Zr have an opposite charge to C+4

i ,
there will be a Coulombic binding energy hindering the move-
ment of carbon in highly doped samples. Dopants may in fact
trap carbon impurities as they move within the material, poten-
tially decelerating decomposition reactions.

We calculate the binding energy between an acceptor A− and a
donor D+ as:

Ebind(AD) = E f (A−)+E f (D+)−E f (AD), (7)

where E f (A−) and E f (D+) are formation energies of isolated de-
fects and E f (AD) is the formation energy of a complex containing
both defects in close proximity in the same simulation cell. Practi-
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𝑉O

CZr

YZrC𝑖
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CCe

YCeC𝑖
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CZr

YZrC𝑖

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

BCO

𝑉O

CCe

YCeC𝑖

Fig. 2 Formation energies for oxygen vacancies, yttrium dopants, and carbon impurities in (a) SrCeO3, (b) BaCeO3, (c) SrZrO3, and (d)

BaZrO3 under C-rich, {Sr,Ba}-poor conditions, and with ∆µO =−2.42 eV.
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Fig. 3 Migration pathway for the carbon interstitial (C+4
i ) in the

cerates and zirconates. The top pathway has a higher energetic barrier

than the lower pathway.

cally speaking, Ebind is a dissociation energy needed to break apart
defect complexes. Given that C+4

i is the most significant mobile
defect species, we calculate its binding energy with yttrium ac-
ceptors in the cerates and zirconates. These energies will need
to be overcome, in addition to the migration barriers previously
calculated, for carbon to be mobile.

Our calculated binding energies are listed in the second column
of Table 3. Clearly, binding energies are significantly smaller in
the cerates than in the zirconates, which, coupled with our re-
sults for migration barriers, further demonstrates that carbon will
be more mobile in the cerates. Combining these binding ener-
gies with the calculated migration barriers, we can conclude that
carbon will be largely immobile in the zirconates at the operat-
ing temperature, but can relatively easily penetrate the cerates.
Alloying the cerates with the zirconates will increase binding en-
ergies and migration barriers, which helps to explain the better
stability observed in alloyed materials.7,14–17

4 Conclusions

We have examined the formation and mobility of carbon impu-
rity species in the cerates and zirconates. We show that the cer-
ates have lower chemical stability with respect to carbonates at
specific oxygen chemical potentials, and that synthesis at more
oxygen-poor conditions will permit a wider range of carbon chem-
ical potentials while avoiding carbonate formation. But carbon-
ate formation is not the only concern: we find that interstitial
C+4

i can incorporate in both the cerates and the zirconates, and
it competes with V+2

O , thus hindering prospects for proton con-
duction. Carbon contamination is particularly severe for the cer-
ates, because of both the lower formation energy of Ci as well
as the higher mobility of interstitial carbon, which allows carbon
to penetrate into the cerates at typical operating temperatures.
Choosing dopants other than yttrium can suppress carbon incor-
poration, but at the expense of lowering VO concentrations.

We also find that simply changing host-atom chemical poten-

tials during synthesis cannot suppress carbon incorporation, and
thus avoiding exposure to carbon is essential for the cerates; use
of precursors other than carbonates could be a promising route.
Exposure to carbon during operation will also be detrimental for
cerates. Overall, the zirconates are less sensitive to all of these
deleterious effects, and therefore, alloying cerates with zirconates
will improve stability. For pure cerates, completely avoiding car-
bon contamination will be crucial for unlocking their performance
in proton-conducting applications.
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